
 

 

Article 1 for World Water Week 2017 
 

Does it matter if you throw a wet wipe down the toilet? 
 

A colleague recently emailed me a newspaper article about a woman who called a plumber to her 

house because sewage was spilling all over her yard. The plumber found that the sewage pipe was 

blocked up with disposable cleaning cloths, commonly known as wet wipes. The plumber wagged his 

finger at the woman – he was sure she had been dropping make-up wipes down the loo. It turned 

out that the culprit was her husband who had decided that flushable wipes were the 21st century 

upgrade on toilet paper.  

When you flush the toilet, the waste goes into the drain outside your house and travels down the 

sewage pipes. It may travel by the force of gravity or it may need some help from pumping stations 

along the way. It eventually arrives at a waste water treatment works where it goes through various 

filtration and cleaning processes. The solid waste is settled out as sludge and the liquid part is 

cleaned to a certain standard and returned to a nearby river.  

The system is designed to carry water, human waste and toilet paper, and nothing else. Toilet paper 

has short fibres so that it disintegrates quickly. If you wet a piece and then try to wipe your face with 

it, you will see that it is not possible because the toilet paper is already disintegrating in your hand.  

Other materials do not disintegrate in this way. But many things just magically and conveniently 

disappear down the toilet bowl when you activate the flushing mechanism, so it is tempting to flush 

them, too. It was many years before I realised that you are not supposed to put either cotton wool 

or dental floss down the toilet. I thought cotton wool would eventually break down. But it isn’t the 

case. Cotton wool gathers in bends in the pipes. Dental floss does not degrade in water. Its stringy 

quality means that it snags cotton wool and wet wipes. Now add grease to this. You know that 

delicious fat that dribbles out of your hot boerewors roll. You will have noticed that when the fat is 

cold, it is no longer liquid but thick and congealed. If it goes down the sink, it binds together the 

cotton wool, dental floss and other rubbish that has been thrown down the toilet, increasing the risk 

of blockages all through the system.  

People are using wet wipes more and more. A quick survey of the different brands sold in local 

pharmacies indicated that some brands give instructions on the packaging that they are not to be 

disposed of in a toilet, some brands say they are flushable, and some don’t display any disposal 

instructions at all. However, as the earlier story indicated, the flushable ones may not be so flushable 

after all. In 2015, a city in Minnesota in the US, took out a law suit against six companies that make 

wet wipes because their wipes, which the companies claimed to be flushable, had caused havoc in 

the sewerage systems and cost the municipality millions of dollars. The municipality says that wet 

wipes wind round pumps, get caught in screens and commonly form massive clumps that have to be 

removed1. 
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The list of things that are found in sewers is long and gruesome, from condoms full of air, floating 

around like fish, to human body parts2. We sing the praises of heroes who climb Everest but we 

should sing the praises of the poor heroes who dive in and unclog our sewers.  So let’s make their 

job easier and save our municipality money by not putting anything down a toilet that shouldn’t be 

there. 

Here are further items that should not be thrown in a 

toilet: 

 Paper towel – it is much thicker than toilet 

paper and does not break down so easily 

 Panty liners – they may be small but are 

designed to be absorbent so will swell up 

 Cigarette butts – they are full of toxic 

chemicals which we don’t want in our water 

system 

 Band-aids – they are made of non-

biodegradable plastic 

 Prescription medicine – we don’t want wildlife 

or humans to drink it 

 Hair – you will see from your own shower how 

hair forms clogging balls 

 Condoms – no-one seems to know how long 

they take to biodegrade and it usually takes a 

lot of flushing to make them disappear – a 

waste of water. 

We can be grateful that we can use toilet paper. Not every country has a plumbing system which can 

cope with it.  Which reminds me of the delightful injunction I read on a toilet door in Indonesia, 

“Please do not put toilet paper in our toilet or you will stuck it.” 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

This article is the first  of a series of articles to mark ‘World Water Week 2017’. The articles form part 
of activities organised by the Moreleta-Pienaars Water Week 2017 Celebrations Committee, which 
includes representatives from the following organisations:  

 JNF Walter Sisulu Environmental Centre 

 Adopt Moreletaspruit Forum 

 Umkariso Women in Water Cooperative 

 Department of Water and Sanitation 

 City of Tshwane 

 Community Colours 
 

 

 

                                                           

2 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/shortcuts/2012/oct/26/10-things-you-should-never-flush 

 

Cigarette butts in a toilet - not a 

good idea!
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